
IT projects; if you can’t beat them,

change the game
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Software Project

External Quality

Business Sponsors
Customers
End-users

Internal Quality
Developers
Architects

“Just enough”
Components

Collaborative de
sign



Why?



This is a presentation of two halves...



Chapter 1

“Them & Us”





Most IT projects simply do

what they’ve
always done

And this
 is usually a 

variatio
n of th

e

“Waterfal
l” model :-

/



The “Waterfall” Model

Test

Design

Analysis

Requirements

Code



Outsourcing and offshoring 
complicate the situation

Cost

Scope

Time

Most contracts are fix
ed 

cost and fixed scope

(and probably fixed ti
me)

Outsourcing
Contract



Customer

I want an IT system built for under

£150,000



Customer

The go-live deadline is the

30th Sept 2011



Customer

And I want a

coffee with 
milk



Customer

I actually wanted a

double-shot 
vanilla latte



Supplier

You wanted

what?

(WTF ... that’s n
ot what 

they asked f
or?!)



Customer

Oh, and make it a

venti



Supplier

That wasn’t in the

spec



Customer

Well that’s what I 
meant; you’re

the experts



Supplier

You didn’t ... and that will

cost you more



Supplier

I’ll grab the

change 
request

form



Customer

I’m not paying
any more; we had

a contract!



Statement of Work

Dear valued customer,

We have pleasure in providing you with 

the following quote related to our 

recent discussions.

•Total cost: £149,950

We hope it meets your needs.

Lots of love,
Your trusted supplierx

Assumptions are the 

mother of all ...



Statement of Work

Dear valued customer,

We have pleasure in providing you with 

the following quote.

• Replace system X with technology Y

• Test
• Deploy

•Total cost: £149,950

We hope it meets your needs.

Lots of love,
Your trusted supplierx

Err ... what does system 

X actually do?!

That’s an expensive

milky coffee!



Business Requirements Document
(1) We need a database of stuff.(2) That stuff includes pieces of information A, B and C.(3) Oh, and why not add E, F and G into the mix too if you have time.(4) It would be nice to have some reports for the guys upstairs; maybe between 6 and 10 would suffice....

(99) Make sure the data is secure, so that other department can’t modify our data.

Big version history showing lots of work...

That’s all very nice, and 
I’m 

sure it took a lot of in
ternal 

effort, but it’s meaningless 

without the context



Technical Requirements Document

(1) The system must be fast.(2) The system must be highly secure.(3) We need the system to be available 24x7.

Remainder of document is the grey text from the template this document was based upon, but nobody understood what it meant so it never got deleted...

Many IT projects fail 

because the technical 

requirements were not 

fully understood

... by anybody!



Scope

How do you get to a

fixed price contract?

Cost Time

Most contracts are fix
ed 

cost and fixed scope

(and probably fixed ti
me)

Outsourcing
Contract

???Ambiguous, 
misunderstood

or creepy.

And don’t assume you can 

roll this extra work into 

change requests or the 

support phase!



Some up front work is needed to 

identify and agree the 

scope of the engagement

How long does that take?
Who pays for it?



The “Waterfall” Model

Test

Design

Analysis

Requirements

Code

Waterfall needs
 

predictability 
to work



[Microsoft] Project plans are often

a _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ l



[Microsoft] Project plans are often

a s p i r a t i o n a l



[Microsoft] Project plans are often

o _ _   o _   d _ _ _



[Microsoft] Project plans are often

o u t   o f   d a t e



Having a 

project 
plan

doesn’t mean that
you’re doing

project management
(This is Matt; he’s approximately my height)



Are we
there yet?

This isn’t projec
t 

management either :-/



:-(
:-|

:-)

Week 1

:-(
:-|

:-)

Week 2

:-(
:-|

:-)

Week 3

:-(
:-|

:-)

Week 27

...

Status reports are useful but they often

don’t reflect reality
:-/

Week 28

#epicfail



We use

PRINCE2

“Oh, but we scale it

down of course”



Project Poker

We’re running late, 

but I’m sure the 

other team are 

behind schedule too

We’re all on track to 
deliver 30th September

Us too!

We’re late, but I think 

they are too; let them 

break the news to the 

sponsor to buy us 

some more time



Many organisations outsource because

IT isn’t their core 
business

How do you effectively 

manage suppliers if

this is the case?



Cheaper is better, 
right?

If you really think this, 

you should just offshore



Many organisations are 

reliant
on IT suppliers

How do they know they’re 

getting a good deal?



Does the supplier have enough information about your

existing IT ecosystem?

Square
Peg

Square
Hole

(so we believed)



Does your supplier know about

your internal
policies and processes?



“Them” and “Us” 
policies are often 

pointless



Somebody else 

deploys/installs 

the software

Development team 

builds the software

Big live
environment

“Them” “Us”



What’s the incentive for 

quality?

(especially if there’s a long testing phase
or large maintenance contract has been agreed)

Internal quality

(the stuff that I teach and talk 

about at conferences)
External quality

(it “works”, look & feel, robust, 
delivers value, etc)



That’s for

our eyes only



Supplier

We’re an

ABC Certified 
Partner

(we got invited to their conference and we have a badge to prove it)

That’s nice; what benefit does this actually provide you as a customer?

Are you looking for independent advice?



Vendor certifications & qualifications
aren’t the same as having

real-world 
experience

Be wary about using them 

as a differentiator.
..



Modern software development 
practices and techniques are

not optional
for software “professionals” in 2011

Or maybe they are... :-/



Winston Zeddemore, Ghostbusters (1984)

We have the tools, 
and we have the 

talent.

Really? :-/



A tester

X is broken.

As is Y; I’ll send you an e-mail.

What happened to

defect tracking and

configuration management?



Supplier

Here’s a new release; it contains 

new stuff plus the 

defects we fixed

When did

configuration management

go out of fashion?



You?

Hmmm ... well some of that 
certainly sounds familiar.

That’s just the way
that the organisation works.



Co-worker: We need to deliver this, despite being two 
weeks and $2,000 over budget? 

Boss: Well...

 ...we are where we are

Commonly used in the business world, meaning 
"We are in the shit, but suck it up"...



Chapter 2

Just “Us”

Episode IV

A New Hope



Most IT projects simply do

what they’ve
always done



“ ”
Most government IT therefore remains 
trapped in an outdated model, which 

attempts to lock project requirements up-
front and then proceeds at a glacial pace.

The result is repeated
system-wide failure.



Why Don’t We Learn!?
http://www.infoq.com/presentations/Why-Dont-We-Learn



TransitionConstructionElaboration

Rational Unified Process (RUP)

Skills

Business Modelling

Requirements

Analysis & Design

Implementation

Test

Deployment

Configuration Management

Project Management

Environment

Inception

RUP is a risk-driven 

approach to projects



It’s time to introduce the

A
word...

Surprisingly, this isn’t 

“architecture” or 

“architect”! :-)



Agile





Skills

Business Modelling

Requirements

Analysis & Design

Implementation

Test

Deployment

Configuration Management

Project Management

Environment

Sprint 1 Sprint 2 Sprint 3

Agile



How much up-front
work do you need to do?

Serial
Development

Iterative &
Incremental
Development

This much?

This much?



How much are you 
committing to up front?

Serial
Development

Iterative &
Incremental
Development

This much?

This much?





Myth #1

Agile means up front work 
and documentation

isn’t needed



Supplier

We use a blend of

PRINCE2
and Agile

Huh, you use a what?



Myth #2

Agile is ad hoc
(yeehaw ... get me my spurs)

Quality is an enabler,
you can’t move fast
with fragile output



Supplier

We do automated unit 
testing & continuous 

integration

And so you should!

(goto: the slide on modern software 

development practices not bei
ng optional in 2011)



Myth #3

Using modern software 
development practices 

makes you agile

They are an agile enabl
er 

though; welcome to 2011 :-)



Embracing change,

moving fast,

delivering value



“ ”
At its most basic level, agile techniques are 

about becoming much more flexible, 
responsive to change and innovative. 

Development is modular and iterative, 
based on user involvement and feedback.

Early delivery of 

core working functionality is the priority.



Change
the IT model from “them and us”

to just “us”



In The Brain of Linda Rising: 
Who do You Trust?

Beware of Your Brain
http://skillsmatter.com/podcast/agile-scrum/who-do-you-

trust-beware-of-your-brain



Shared goals;
win-win

No more “them” and “us”

... there is just “us”



“Project as a Service”
vs

“Team as a Service”

The traditional approach:“we want X for Y by Z”

The agile approach:

“we want a team to deliver

business value, and fast”



A mixed customer/

supplier team
means constant cross-

training and the 

customer retains the ability to support/

maintain/enhance the solution

Me

Do you hold external 

consultants/contractors 

accountable?



Agile teams need 

generalised 
specialists

Jack of all trades,

master of a few



Would you
hire the team?

Agile will fail without

good people



Why not

interview
the people doing the work?

Many organisations re
gularly

screen IT staff; I’ve done my

fair share of interviews!



“ ”
Read's comments follow the advice given by public sector IT experts that 

more money should
be spent on

in-house IT staff to
avoid project failures

Government needs more specialist IT staff, says Martin Read
http://www.computerweekly.com/Articles/2011/03/10/245812/Government-needs-more-specialist-IT-staff-says-Martin.htm



“ ”
More specialist staff are needed to 

oversee contracts and step in before 
contracts go off track.

You can only get that by recognising the 
need for expertise in-house and not 

saying that we have outsourced and so 
we do not need those skills anymore.

Government needs more specialist IT staff, says Martin Read
http://www.computerweekly.com/Articles/2011/03/10/245812/Government-needs-more-specialist-IT-staff-says-Martin.htm



“ ”
If you want to innovate with 

outsourcers you have to have a 
different relation and significant 
capacity in-house. It needs to be 

collaborative
and flexible on both sides.

Government needs more specialist IT staff, says Martin Read
http://www.computerweekly.com/Articles/2011/03/10/245812/Government-needs-more-specialist-IT-staff-says-Martin.htm



Agile requires trust
but gives you flexibility and 

transparency



Smaller, predictable, 
regular releases or
“everything” big bang at

some point in the future (hopefully)?

You want

transparency?



“ ”
Agile focuses on delivering 

useable functionality 
quickly, rather than a 

‘perfect solution’ late.



Agile guarantees you’ll

fail faster
Agile is not a silver b

ullet ...

but at least you get feedback early 

and can act accord
ingly



Transparency

How are we doing
against the budget? How are we doingagainst the timescales?

What’s act
ually been 

delivered 
as of now? What’s the quality like?

(internal and external)



Lean and 

Kanban
focus on flow

You want

transparency?



To do In progress Done

Task 10

Task 9

Task 8

Defect 5

Task 6

Task 1

Task 11

Task 7

Simon

Kevin

Rob

Task 1

Task 2

Defect 1

Defect 4

Defect 3Task 5Defect 2

Task 3 Task 4



Parallel work streams are 

“complex”
to manage

Really? :-/



2000

Main work stream

Emergency bug fix work stream

New major feature 1 work stream

New major feature 2 work stream

Create parallel 

work streams 
following
go-live

Parallel work streams are easy
(this is modern software development; welcome to 2011)



If the scope isn’t being fixed,

how much does 
this cost me?

Agile Contracts
http://www.infoq.com/articles/agile-contracts

(1) Hide it

(2) No cure, No pay

(3) Rolling contracts

(4) Money for nothing, Change for Free



IT system

Work is broken into 

timeboxes 
and managed with 

Kanban

Regular
quality production 

releases

Just “us”



Chapter 3

Your Future



Don’t like what you see in your IT projects?

Try some

critical 
thinking

Find an independent 
trusted advisor



Don’t like what you see in your IT projects?

Try some

experiments
You have options; try 

something different, maybe 

you’ll be surprised! :-)
Hold retrospectives and review feedback to continuously improve



IT projects; if you can’t beat them,

change the 
game

simon.brown@codingthearchitecture.com

@simonbrown on Twitter


